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ABOUT PRIMERO As a business, we put our people first by keeping them safe, providing an

opportunity to work on exciting projects and investing in their development. Our team live and

breathe our Core Values of Efficiency, Accountability and Integrity . We are looking for a Structural

Engineer to join our Engineering Team. R eporting to the Civil / Structural Discipline

Manager, you will be required to work across a continuous succession of projects as they

progress through the project lifecycle from early concept development, detailed design,

construction, commissioning, and operations. Role Responsibilities: Ensure compliance of

design products with the Design Procedure.Produce and ensure design products comply with

applicable legislation, standards, client, third party and project requirements.Ensure technical

compliance of design products.Ensure design products are delivered in accordance with the

project budget and schedule.Ensure designs are fit for purpose and consider all aspects

including, cost, constructability, operability and maintainability. Education and Experience:

Bachelor of Civil Engineering (recognised by IEAust).3+ years’ experience in the

mining/mineral processing or oil and gas sector.Thorough knowledge and practical application

of relevant industry codes of practice.Advanced level of expertise in technical detail of

Structural Engineering.Ability to rapidly understand and assimilate project and client specific

requirements.Knowledge and practical application of design theories, principles and

practices.Experience with development of technical engineering documents, drawings,

schedules, and models.Site experience during construction and commissioning preferred.

What We Offer: An excellent workplace culture driven by our values ( Efficiency,

Accountability, Integrity) .Competitive Remuneration & Staff Discounts, Benefits and
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PerksFree onsite Gym (at Osborne Park) & Cheap CoffeeDiversified project portfolio,

working with World Leaders in Global Resource Projects. Primero is an Equal Opportunity

Employer you will be seen, heard and encouraged to bring your whole authentic self to work.

We value every voice, idea and opinion because we believe diversity unlocks innovation by

creating an environment where ‘outside the box’ ideas are encouraged. Great ideas come

from everywhere in the company and the next one could be yours. Join us if you’re game for

challenging and meaningful work with a company that truly puts its people first. 
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